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AND THE NEUMANN PROBLEMS IN A
QUASI-PERIODICALLY PERFORATED DOMAIN (*)
by M. L. MASCARENHAS C1'2) and D. POLISEVSKI (3)
Communicated by P. G. CIARLET

Abstract. — Using the two-scale convergence method we study the homogenized behaviour of
the warping and the torsion problems, in a two-dimensional domain with a quasi-periodic
perforation, as we II as the relationship between the two homogenized problems. The Neumann
problem is also analized.
Key words : Homogenization, quasi-periodic, warping function, torsion function, Neumann
problem.
Résumé. — Avec la technique de la convergence à double échelle, on étudie le comportement
homogénéisé des problèmes de gauchissement et de torsion dans un domaine bi-dimensionnel
perforé quasi périodiquement, ainsi que la relation entre les deux problèmes homogénéisés. On
analyse également le problème de Neumann.

1. INTRODUCTION

The influence of the microscopic structure, the so-called, material
distribution, on the global behaviour of the elastic materials is of great
importance in the structural optimization problems. Many and important
contributions have been made in this direction, both from the analitical and
numerical points of view. An extensive bibliography may be found in [6].
(*) Manuscript received May 1 1, 1992, revised March 22, 1993.
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Quasi-periodic structures are frequently used in structural optimization
problems. In [7] we present a first approach to the torsion problem, in a
quasi-periodically perporated domain, generalizing the classical work [4], In
the present paper, based on two-scale convergence method introduced by
G. Nguetseng (see [10] and [11]) and recently developed by G. Allaire
(see [1] and [2]), and using the uniform extension and compactness property
of some class of domains, due to D. Chenais (see [3]), we adopt a different
approach, which has less restrictive assumptions on the variation of the holes
and which can also be extended to the three-dimensional case. The same
method is used to homogenize the two-dimensional warping and Neumann
problems. Moreover, we find the relationship between the homogenized
coefficients, following some ideas already presented in [8], for the periodic
case.
In section 2 we give a very brief summary of the results of two-scale
convergence and of uniform extension and compactness for some class of
domains, which are necessary to prove the homogenization process.
In section 3 we present the relationship between the torsion and warping
problems, as well as some sufficient conditions for the convergence process.
In section 4 we obtain their homogenized behaviour and the relationship
between the homogenized coefficients. The Neumann problem is treated in
section 5.
2. SOME RELEVANT RESULTS

The two-scale convergence method

The two-scale convergence method was introduced by G. Nguetseng, in
1989 (see [10] and [11]), and more recently developed by G. Allaire (see [1]
and [2]), in view of the periodic and quasi-periodic homogenization
problems.
In this paragraph we briefly present, with no démonstrations, the results
we need to prove our homogenization process.
2.1 : Let O, be an open set ofUN and Y = [0, 1 f. A séquence
u£ in L {O) two-scale converges to u{x, y) in L2(OxY)
if, for all
DÉFINITION
2

ue(x)<p(x,-)dx-+\

u(x,y)<p(x,y)dxdy.

THEOREM 2.2 : If u€ is a bounded séquence in L2(f2) then there exists a
subsequence e' of e, and some u in L2(f2 x Y) such that, as s' goes to zero,
u£ two-scale converges to u.
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PROPOSITION 2.3 : If u£ two-scale converges to u, then ue converges
weakly in L2(f2)

to u0 =

udy. Moreover
JY

lim

KIL'oi) 3 * MLHOXY)**

IKII L 2 (/Î) .

PROPOSITION 2.4 : Let u£ be a séquence in Hl{fl),
weakly converging to
u e H1 {ft ), then ue two-scale converges to u and Vw£ two-scale converges to
Vu + Vyux for ul e L2{f2 ; Hl# (Y)/R).
The uniform extension and compactness property
The following results are due to D. Chenais and their proofs may be found
in [3].
DEFINITION 2.5 : Let h>0 and 0 e ]0, TT/2 [ be two given numbers and Ça
given element in RN such that || f || = 1. We call cône of angle 0, height h
and axis C the set
C(f,

0 , h)=

{xeUN

: (je, £ ) = > ||JC|| c o s 0 ; ||JC|| < h} .

DEFINITION 2.6 : Let 6 e ]0, TT/2[, h > 0 a«rf 0 <= r ^ /z/2 ^

numbers. A subset fl ofUN is said to satisfy the cône property for 0, h and r,

if
Vx e a/2, 3CX = C (£x, 0, h), such that
VyeB(x,r)nf2,
Where #(x, r ) dénotes

y + Cxa O .

the open bail of radius

DEFINITION 2.7 : Let & be a fixed
(Rw. For each 0, h and r we define :
<ir (0, h, r) = {12 <=. 3 : fl satisfies

r and center

open and bounded

x in

subset of

the cône property for 0, h and r }

and U(6, h, r) the set of all the characteristic functions
77(0, h, r ) , with the L2(@) topology.

of éléments of

DEFINITION 2.8 : For each x e U2 and Ô, h e R+, define
* V * ( * ) = {yeU2:

| y i - * i | ^8 and \y2-x2\

^k.d)

and Lip {Je, ô ) the set of all open subset fl of @, such that : for ail
x e bü, there exists a local coordinate System and a function
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lipschitz of constant k, satisfying :
y ePSjk(x)n

f2

if f

PROPOSITION 2.9 : V 0, h, r
cally,
V*, ô

yePdtk(x)

and

3k, 3 : -n (0, h, r)

30, h, r:Lip(Jfc,

c

y2><Px(yi)*
Lip(&, 8 ) and, recipro-

Ô)^TT(0,

h, r) .

THEOREM 2.10 : Let 0 e ]0, TT 12 L, h > 0 ût«ûf 0 < r =s= /z/2.
There exists a constant k = k(6, h, r), depending only on 6, h and
r, such that

TT(0, fc, r)

:Hl(n)->Hl

3pn

linear and continuous extension operator, such that
\\pn\\

^k,

Vu

e TT (<9, h, r ) .

THEOREM 2.11 : i/(6>, h, r) is compact

in

L2(@).

3. THE TORSION AND WARPING FUNCTIONS. A PRIORI ESTIMATES

Let O be an open bounded connected lipschitz set of M2 and Y = [0, 1 ] 2 .
Let y = y (x, A ) be a C 1 function of JC in Z2, with values in the space of
simple, closed and piecewise - C 1 curves, i.e.,

satisfying y (H x [0, 1 ]) <= int Y.
For each x G Ö, let 1 - x (x, • ) represent the characteristic set function of
T(x) the closure of the interior part of y(x9 . ). Extending x(x, . ) by Yperiodicity to the entire U2, let T be the closed subset of Ö x U2 defined by
1 - X ( • > • ) ; then ^P = (12 x Œ 2 ) \ r is a connected open subset of
O x IR2, F-periodic in the sense of its characteristic function x ( • » • )> with
respect to the second variable, and whose boundary, in (12 x Y), is given by
dO = {(x, y) : x e Ï2, y = y (x, À ), A e [0, 1]} .
We dénote
*(*)=

x(x,y)dy.

(3.1)
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For each e •> 0, IR2 is covered by squares Yek — ek + eY, where
k G M2. Let Z e represent the set of all k £ Z2 such that Yek is included in
fï. Define

Xeto =

X (x, - J, if x e Yskand k e Z£,
, ifxe

(3.2)

D

LEMMA 3.1 : # e two-scale converges to x(x,

y).

Proof : Following Theorem 2.2 one has» up to a subsequence,
Xs — € (JC, y ), with £ e L2(D x F). Let <f> e ^ (O ; C # (F)), with support in
r, and <p € ^ (f2). For s small enough one has

which implies

f (je, y) <p (x, y) dx dy = 0, for all 4> e B (O ; C ^ (F)),

supp <£ c ci T(x), <p s *3(f2), and, then £(x, y) = 0 in T. Analogously one
proves that £(x, y) = 1 in (9. D
Let üe be the subset of f2 defined by the characteristic function
Xe. Let Tek9 with k e Zei represent each of the connected components of
f2\f2e. Remark that -Tek is a slight déformation of T(ek); ~Tek is the
interior part of the curve y = a (ek, A ), implicity defined by
y = y (sk 4- ey, A ) when y e F and A e [0, 1 ], and. in fact» very near to
y(ek9 A ), in the sensé of the C]([0, 1] ; F)-norm. As in [7] (Lemma 2.2)
one may obtain, for a constant independent of s :
Ce2,

(33)

where d^> means the Hausdorff distance between two sets.
Consider, now, the warping problem in f2 £:
- Awe = 0, in ns
dnwe — x2nx

— xt

2y

on 9/2

(3.4)

w£ dx = 0 .
Jüe

The corresponding variational formulation is to find w£ e Hx(f2e)
Wrdx = 0 and
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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L

Vw£V<pdx =

(x2nl-xln2)<p

d<r, Vcp eHl(I2e)

.

(3.5)

JdnF

The associate torsion problem in ft £ is :
-A*fre = 2, in X2
^ e = 0, on a/2 ,
(3.6)

I
where | T€k | means the measure of Tek. Defining,
<P{O£) = {v e Hx(f2£)\ v is zero on 9/2 and
v is constant on each dTek, k e Z£} ,
the variational formulation of problem (3.6) is

r
nF

Jae

e <P(f2£).

(3.7)

It is well known that both problems (3.5) and (3.7) have unique solutions
which are related by :
PROPOSITION 3.2: For each s > 0, the warping and torsion functions
satisfy, for almost ail x B Q e, the relation :
with

(3-8)

Proof : From problem (3.4) Vw£ — Rx is a divergence-free function in
fte which has zero normal trace on dOg ; so, following [5] (corollary 3.1,
p. 26), there exists a unique stream function, solution of problem (3.6) and,
consequently, equal to if/e, that satisfies, in Ï2£,
(3.9)
Le., (3.8). D
Consider the natural extension of ip € to all 12 that takes, on each hole
Tek, keZe> the constant value Cek. One has i//ee HX(O). The same
extension can be considered for any function of the space <P{£2£) and the
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variational formulation (3.8) may be written as follows :

J^ V</r Vcp dx = 2 j ^ <p,
LEMMA3.3 '.Thenorms

,

dently of e.

\tf/€\\H^ are bounded

(3.10)

indepen-

Proof : Integrating by parts the right-hand sides. of (3.5) and (3.10) and
making respectively, <p = we and <p = tf/e> one obtains, for a constant C
independent of e,
HVW«IIL^,)*C

and

which proves the result since, in the last inequality, one may use Poincaré's
inequality in H. D
Consider, now, the following two problems, where C represents always a
constant, independent of e :
(3.11)
- xe)] = 0 in O .

div
and

Findi; e G
(3.12)

Both problems are related as follows :
PROPOSITION 3.4 : Problem (3.11) has a solution if and only if problem
(3.12) is solvable.

Proof : Let f;e be a solution of problem (3.11) and consider vE = (Vw£)~
+ 7?£e(l — xe)> where (Vwe)~ is the zero extension of Vwe to the entire ft
and /? is the orthonormal matrix in (3.8), whose transpose coincides with
(-/?). Let <p e//i(/2), then
r)ERV<pdx=
Jn

vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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Using equality (3.8) in the last intégral, one obtains
ri£RV<pdx=
Ja

Jn

which, by (3.11) is equal to zero. Then TJ£ is orthogonal to any divergencefree function having its normal trace equal to zero (see [5], Thm. 3.4, p. 31)
and one may conclude that 77e is a gradient, i.e., there exists u£ e Hl(fl),
such that
(VW£T + RÇe (1 - Xe ) = ^Ue •

Defining v£ = ue

uE, one may conclude that ve x £ satisfies

problem (3.5) and, then, v£xE = wE. Since gB and (Vwe)~ are bounded in
L2(f2) the same happens with Vu£ = Vv£ and, using Poincaré's inequality in
/2, we find that H^ll^w^ is bounded independently of e.
Conversely, the same kind of argument holds : if vE is a solution of
problem (3.12), ge = - RVv e will be a solution of problem (3.11). D
In order to solve problem (3.11) we shall introducé the following
supplementary hypothesis (//):
« There exist, as in Définition 2.7 for 3 = 7, three numbers 6, h and r
such that, for s small enough, the family \ -Tek\
is included in
{ S

J *EZ

B

TT(<9, A, r ) . »

LEMMA 3.5 : If {Ta}aeA is a family ofconnected éléments of ir (0, h, r)
then there exists a real constant C, independent of a, such that
sup

ueHl(Ta)

\\UÏÏH\Ta)
——
^C .

(3.13)

II V W II L2(Ta)

r

Proof : Using Theorem 2.10, let {pa }
be a family of linear continuous
extension operators such that ||/?a || ^ k, where k is a constant independent of
a e A.
If the right hand side of (3.13) is not bounded independently of
a,

there exist two séquences an E A and un G Hl(Ta ),

wn = 0,
Jrttji

M„

# 0, such that HwJl^i^

}

- 1 and

||VMJL2(^ } <

- .
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Using Theorem 2.11 we may suppose that, up to a subsequence, there
exists a connectée To e TT(0, h9 r) such that, is terms of the characteristic
functions, one has
XTaii-+XT0, in L\Y).

(3.14)

In fact, as we prove in the Appendix, the subset of connected éléments of
77- (9, h, r) is closed, in the sense of its characteristic functions, for the
L2(Y) topology.
Since 1 = I K H ^ i ^ } *s \paaun\Hx{Y)*zk
we may also suppose that, up
to a subsequence, there exists a u0 e Hl(Y) such that
Pa„ un — Mo> weakly in H1 (Y),
which implies
V<PaHun) - VM 0 ,

weakly in L2{Y)

(3.15)

and, by compact injection,
panun^u0,

inL 2 (F).

(3.16)

From (3.14) and (3.15) one obtains
V

(P*„ un) • XT„H -> Vw o • XTO>

weakly in

L2(Y).

Since

one has Vw0 . XT0 = 0, which means that w0 is constant on TQ.
Since

r
0 =

r

f

Un = \ XTa -PanUn-+

X To • ^ 0 =

\T0\ ^ 0 and To is connected, one concludes that un = 0 on 7 0 .
We have, then, from (3.14) and (3.16),

and, consequently,
1 = ||M n || f f i

which is absurd.
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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PROPOSITION 3.6 : Admit that hypothesis (H) is satisfied ; then problem
(3.11) has a solution.
IUII 2
the restriction of if/e + " "

Proof : Consider, for each keZe,

to

Yek and let £ek be defined, in Y\ - Teic, by
\\ ek + sy\\2 ;

±-

then
ey) + (£^ + ey)
+ ek) + 2) = 0

AyÇek(y) =

(3.17)

Let 0eJfe e H1 l - TBk \ be the unique solution of the following compatible
Neumann cell-problem :
-AyO£k

= O9

in

-T£ki

(3.18)

Since hypothesis (H) holds, let plrEk a n d ^ ^ e t n e lî
extensions and constant mentioned in Theorem 2.10.
Multiplying (3.18) by 0ek and using (3.17), one obtains

continuous

Using hypothesis (//), Lemma 3.5 holds for the family \ - T£k\
[ £

J keZ

, and we
e

obtain
*C|V/ejfcl

2/vv

i

x ,

(3.19)

where C is a constant independent of e and £.
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Define, for k e Z,,
vyeek, in i r r f ,

In view of (3.17) and (3.18)
div, €,„ = 0, in Y, | | f . t | | L 2 ( n * C II V

i^) '

where C is a constant independent of s and &.
Defining, ÇE(x) = V&£{x) + x for JC G Ü n
) for x e y et , fe G Z e , one has
div,

xx£

(3 20)

-

Z e , and ^ Ê (x) =

g

= 0, in ƒ2 ,

and finally,

Il2

f M 7-*)

- V f
JY

-s L
by (3.20)

by (3.17)

iteZe

; max {l ; C}
; max
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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which, in view of Lemma 3.3, proves that the L2(f2 )-norm of ge is bounded,
independently of e9 and the proof is completed. D
REMARK 3.7 : Hypothesis (H) is essential since some geometries may
generale unbounded séquences of the form (3.13) (see [12], ch. 6,
p. 95). •

4. THE HOMOGENIZATION PROCESS

Foliowing the two-scale convergence method we détermine» in this
section, the homogenized behaviour of the torsion and warping problems.
Moreover we study the relationship between them.
The torsion problem
Let is be the solution of problem (3.11). Using Theorem 2.2, there exists a
function ^ 2 e L2(O x Y), such that, up to a subsequence of s -> 0, the
folio wing two-scale convergence holds
iie-x)(l-Xe)-^2-

(4-1)

Since tf/g, already extended to the entire 12, is bounded in
independently of s, we may also assume, using Proposition 2.4, the
existence of ^ G / / J ( / 2 ) and if/x sL2(f2 ;Hx^(y)/R)
such that, up to a
subsequence of e —• 0, the following two-scale convergences take place
^re-^,

V^rfi-V^r+V^1.

(4.2)

Using as test functions, in the définition of the two-scale convergence,
some <p G 3{Q ; C% (Y)), with support in 0 or in T, one concludes that
iff2(x,y) = 0,

a.e. m&

(4.3)

and
VI^(JC)+ V ^ C x , y) = 0,

a.e. in 7 .

(4.4)

From (3.11) one has
+x+(f,-x)(l-;rJ]Vç>dbc = O, V<peHl(n). (4,5)
Let

<p = <f> (x) •+• etf>l (x, - \ ,

where

<!> e 3(ü)

and

^ (F)). One obtain, from (4.5)
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(x, ~ ) + V ^ (x, | ) ] dr = 0 ,
and, consequently, passing this to the limit,

xy

for all <f> and ^>j. It yields the following two-scale homogenized torsion
System :
=2,

in ft ,
(4.6)

= 0, on a/2 ,
- divy [Vy^j + if/2] = 0 , in ft x 7 ,

^, yyif/u iff2 &££ y-periodic, satisfying, respectively, (4.4) and (4.3).
Developing the cell-problem in (4.6) and conditions (4.3) and (4.4), and
since V^(x) is the independent of 3;, tj/l e L2(ft ; Hl# {¥)/IR) and
iff2 G L2(ft x Y) must satisfy the following problems, a.e. in x G ft,
-Ayiff1 = 0 , ]nY\T(x),
if/] = - Vtff(x)y, on 37*(JC),

(4.7)

and

= 0, in TQc),

Defining, for i = 1, 2 and x e 12, <pf and 4>f as the solutions of
- Ay<f>{= 0, in
4>f =-y„

Y\T(x),

on dT(x),

(4.9)

cj)f, V <f>f are 7-periodic ,

and

l
vol. 28, nQ 1, 1994
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respectively, one has, a.e. in x e 12 ,
¥l(xJy)

= *f(y).3i^(Jc)+ 0f(y).3 2 ^(jc), a.e. inv e

Y\T(X)

and
+1)3^/
a.e. in v e T(x), where tf/£ is the curl of some stream function, with respect
to y, and, consequently,
I/J*

dy = 0 .

JT{x)

Since from (4.9) and (4.10),

the first équation of (4.6) takes, then, the form
n/2,
= 0, on 3J2 ,
where
A = A(x) = [ a l 7 ( x ) ] u

= li2

,

and

(cf. [7], § 4)
Vycf>ÏVy<f>*dx.

(4.12)

Equations (4.11) and (4.9) (or (4.11) represent the macroscopic and
microscopic problems, associated to the homogenization process, respectively.
The warping problem
Let v£ be the solution of problem (3.12) and let we and (S/w£f b e t n e zero
extensions to O of we and VwÊ, respectively. Using Theorem 2.2 and
Proposition 2.4 there exists w and a in L2(I2 x Y), veHl(f2)
and
Uj e L2(f2 ; H#(Y)/M\ such that, up to a subsequence of e, the following
two-scale convergences hold
„

(4.13)
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Using adequeted test functions one obtains :
x(x, y)9
<r(x,y) = [Vv(x)^Vyv1(x,y)]X(x,y),

a.e. in (O x Y) .

From (3.5) one has
= 0,

{(Vwe)~ -

(4.15)

J/2

Let

<p = <f> (x) + £<t>\\ x , - ) ,

where

<f> e <3 (O )

0 ! e 2d (Ü ; C*(y)). Passing to the limit in (4.15) and using (4.13) and
(4.14), one obtains
[Vu + V y ü l -Rx].x

J dx dy = 0,

(x,

for all <f> and 0 j . It yields the following two scale homogenized torsion
System :

(416)

= 0, V0 l f in/2 ,
v ! 7-periodic .
Developing the third équation intégral in (4.16) one sees that vx is given by
vx(x;y) = (a^(x) - x2) 9ï(y)+ (d2v(x) +JCJ) 6>|, a.e. in (x, y) e n x F ,
where 0f, / = 1,2 and X Ë / 3 , are the unique solutions of
-AyOf = O9

inY-T(x),

f
^ Of, V/fT-periodic
vol. 28, n° 1, 1994
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The first équation of (4.16) takes, then, the form
- div^A * Vt;) = - divx(A * Rx% in
(A * Vi? ) n = (A * Rx) n , on ôJ2 ,

(4.18)

= 0,
where
and

^ ( x ) = e (x) ô0. - f

vyef.vyefdy

.

(4.19)

Jy\r(jc)

Equations (4.18) and (4.17) represent the macroscopic and the microscopic
problems associated to the homogenization process, respectively.
The relation between the homogenized torsion and warping
The following proposition, whose proof was suggest by F. Murât, relates
the matrices (4.12) and (4.19).
PROPOSITION 4.1 : Both matrices A and A*, introduced in (4.12) and
(4.19), respectively, are elliptic, symmetrie and satisfy
A*
A
— or, equivalently , A* =
.
(4.20)
det A *
det A
Proof : For each fixed x e fî consider the following functions of
y, periodically extended to the entire M2 :
A=

Si(y)=

(Vf+e,)\

where « ~ » represents the zero extension of (V^0f + et) to

where ê* is the extension of 6f to a function of
Vi(y)=

(Vy0f)"

H\{Y),

+ei9

where (Vy^f)* is equal to Vy0f, in F\r(x), and to V ^ f , in T(x),
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where « * » represents the extension of (<f>- + v,) to T(x), by its constant
value on the boundary.
The following equality holds :
£y(y)RVi(y) = £2(y)Rv2<y),*-e-înyeY,

(4.21)

where R is defined as in (3.8).
Since, form the variational formulations (4.9), (4.10) and (4.17), one has
divv £, = divv rj1 = 0, in 7, and since £2anc * Vi are gradients, the right hand
side of equality (4.21) is the product of the divergence free vector
f ! by the curl free vector R -q ls and the left hand side is the product of the curl
free vector f2 by m e divergence free vector Rri2. Using the compensated
compactness div-curl-Theorem (see [9], Theorem 1, p. 490) we are allowed
to pass to the limit, as e goes to zero, in equality

* \ e/

\ s /

" \ e /

~~\ e / '

zer,

and obtain

f

f
fxdfy/M

Jy

f
^i^y^

Jy

f
^ 2 öfy /? I r\2dy .

JY

(4.22)

JY

Using the définitions (4.12) and (4.19), and the variational formulations
(4.9) and (4.17), expression (4.22) implies \haX-A*RA = R, and, consequently, any of the two equivalent equalities
A=

detA*

or A * =

det/T

The ellipticity of A and A* follows from the fact that, using the Einstein's
convention on indexes,

SiSj f

Vy<f>f.Vy<f>*dy= f

JY\T{x)

for ail i = (^)i=u2e

\€kVy<f>xk\2dy&09

JY\T(X)

R2.

The simmetry of A and A * is obvious, from the définition.
•
Now the homogenization resuit may be stated as follows :
THEOREM

4.2 : Let wF be the zero extension of the solution wF of

problem (3.4) to the entire domain 12 and let \j/e be the extension, by its
vol. 28, n 1, 1994
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constant value on each connected component of the boundary, of the solution
tf/e of problem (3.6) to the entire domain f2 ; then the following convergences
hold

wF^v6,

weakly in

w£ -» if/,

weakly in

L2(f2)

y

HlQ(f2 ) ,

(4.23)

where 6 (x) is defined as in (3.1) and v and ^ are the unique solutions of the
homogenized problems (4.18) and (4.11), respectively, whose matrices are
related as in (4.20).
Moreover the following relation between v and \jj holds
A*(Vu -Rx)

= R Vif/ ,

(4.24)

where R is as in (3.8).
Proof : The only things left to prove are, first, that convergences (4.23)
hold for all the séquence s and not only for a subsequence and, second,
expression (4.24). In view of the ellipticity of A and A*, the solutions of
problems (4.11) and (4.18) are unique which implies that the hole séquence s
satisfies the required convergences.
Expression (4.24) is a straightforward conséquence of expression (3.8),
convergences (4.13), equalities (4.14), the définition of vx and of the matrix

A*.

•

5. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM

The Neumann problem may also be treated in the same context as the
warping and torsion functions.
For ƒ e L2 (12 ) let uB be the unique solution of
- Aue = f x e ,
in/2£,
d n u g = 0 , o n dTBh k e Z
uE = 0, on df2 ,

(5.1)

£ y

Defining V (12e) = {t; e Hl (f2e) ; v is equal to zero on bf2 } , the variational
formulation of (5.1) is :
uEt

V(f2e)

f dx,V<p

sV(f2£).

(5.2)
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The following theorem holds :
THEOREM 5.1 : Let üe be the zero extension of the solution ue of
problem (5.1) to the entire domain O. Then ü£ converges weakly in
L2(f2)tov6, where 0 is defined as in (3.1) and v is the unique solution of the
following homogenized problem

r-div (A*vv)= of, in a ,
\v - 0, on dÜ ,

K

(53)

*

J

where the matrix A* is defined as in (4.19).
Proof : Since the proof is analogous to the one made for the warping
function, we only point out the main différences.
From the variational formulation (5.2) one obtains that the zero extension
(Vwe)~ of VM£ to the entire A is bounded in L2(f2), by some constant
independent of e.
We construct an HQ(I2) bounded extension vs of u€ by considering
Ç£ G L 2 (/2) such that
div [-R(Vw£y

+f fi (l -x£)]

and concluding that (Vw£)~ + R£Ê(l

= 0, in/2 ,

(5.4)

- X£) i s the gradient of some function

The proof of the existence of %E is the same presented in Proposition 3.6 :
we replace, in (3.18), VyÇBk by ( - R VwJ (ke + ey), with R defined as in
(3.8), and the same arguments hold, since - / ? ( V M £ ) ~ is bounded in
L2(f2) and — RVuF is divergence-free in f2 F.
Using the two-scale convergence method, and the boundness conditions,
there exist functions
w, o- eL2(f2 x Y\ v eHl0(n)tmdvl

e L2(f2 ; Hl# (Y)/U)

such that the following two-scale convergences hold :
üy — u9

(VuFy^o-,

ve^v,

Vv^Vv

+

VyVi,

with
u(x9 y) = v(x)x(x,

y\

<r(x,y) = [Vv(x) + V^2(x, y)] x Qc, y\

a.e. in ft x Y .

Passing to the limit in (5.2), we obtain
-Vy4>1]dxdy =
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for ail <f> e @({2) and <pl e 9(12 ; Cm# (F)), which leads to

a.e. in (x, y) G H X 7, where 6f, i = 1, 2, are defined in (4.17) and to the
homogenized équation (5.3). •
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APPENDIX
L E M M A A.l : Let T G V(0, h, r) then there exists a positive real number
d0, depending only on 6, h and r, such that the distance between two distinct
connected components of T is greater than or equal to d0.

Proof: Let *, S G U+ : TT(6, h, r ) c L i p (*, 8).
Let A and B be two distinct connected components of T.
Let a e A and b

G

B, d(ay b) < min \ — ,

'

> = dQ.

There exists c, belonging to the segment [a, b], such that c e dT. Then
a, b G P8k(c) n 71, which is absurd, since, by Définition 2.8, PSk(c) n T, is
an open connected set. •
PROPOSITION

A.2 :

The

set

TT^O, h, r ) = {Te

TT(0, h, r):

connected} is closed, in the sensé of the characteristic functions,
respect to the induced L2(Y) topology.

T

is

with

Proof: Let T{ G TT1 and T G 7r\7r 1 . Suppose, without loss of generality,
that T has only two distinct connected components A and B. We know that
d(A,
B)^d0>0.
dn \
c, — ) , we conclude that either

(

/

des \

3c G 71! : £ f c, -^ j c RN\T,
Since

d0

B c,^4

nTl

either 7\ c Y\A9 or T2 cz Y\B.
—-- 0, it follows that, in each case, T is

exterior to 772.
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